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transport logistic 2019 – Kögel displays NOVUMgeneration trailers and services
Burtenbach, 2 May 2019

▪

Kögel shows three exhibits in Munich

▪

Extended services for trailers

Among other highlights, at this year's transport logistic fair from 4
to 7 June 2019 in Munich, Kögel will be showcasing the NOVUM
trailer generation, which was awarded the Trailer Innovation 2019
industry prize, with the slogan "Innovations made for you! – Kögel
NOVUM: Light & Strong". Visitors to the fair can see the new variant
of the NOVUM-generation Kögel Trucker Trailer (KTT), as well as the
even lighter Kögel Port 45 Triplex container chassis in the atrium at
the east entrance. At the Kögel stand 205/306 in Hall A6, visitors can
enjoy finding out about the expanded range of services for trailers,
as well as Kögel's original spare parts and the NOVUM-generation
Kögel Cargo Rail. In addition, Kögel customers can benefit from lots
of exciting trade fair offers in the above-mentioned product and
service ranges.

In the atrium: the Kögel Trucker Trailer and the Port 45 Triplex
Kögel is presenting two trailers in the atrium at the east entrance. One of
these is a new variant of the Kögel Trucker Trailer. The KTT is the
outcome of an opinion poll that Kögel conducted with professional drivers
at the Truck Grand Prix, the Wolfsmeile festival and at motorway services.
We asked what makes the perfect trailer for truckers. At the transport
logistic 2019 fair, the KTT is now equipped with the Kögel FastSlider quick
opening and closing system. With this system, Kögel has responded to
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drivers' needs for shorter loading times and provided a quicker, easier and
safer handling method for both loading and unloading. Many other optional
helpful functions round off the NOVUM generation trailer, which has been
adapted in line with drivers' requirements.
The newly developed lightweight semi-trailer container chassis with a
central extension can also be seen. The Kögel Port 45 Triplex also made
its début at IAA Commercial Vehicles 2018. For transport logistic 2019,
Kögel's engineers have fine-tuned the chassis for an even lower tare
weight. With a tare weight of just 4,450 kg in its basic form, a technical
gross weight of 41,000 kg and a fifth-wheel load of 14,000 kg, the
container chassis is ideal for transporting 20, 30, 40 and 45-foot ISO
containers as well as 40 and 45-foot Highcube containers.

At Kögel stand 205/306: the Kögel Cargo Rail and Kögel services
The third exhibit is the new NOVUM-generation Kögel Cargo Rail. This
rail-loadable variant also has the optimised external frame profile and the
improved body that characterises the NOVUM generation. As well as
making the Kögel Cargo Rail even more robust, these features simplify
handling in daily use. In addition, the Kögel Cargo Rail of the NOVUM
generation has an impressively high level of customisation possibilities,
and can thus be adapted to the specific requirements of forwarding
companies. With a low tare weight starting from 6,350 kg in the basic
version, it's extremely cost-effective to drive.
Further highlights at the stand include the expanded service offer for
trailers, including financing, full service, breakdown service, and
telematics. Kögel Finance, for example, will offer financing solutions that
ensure outstanding liquidity, with hire purchase and leasing opportunities
with special trade fair conditions for the exhibited products. Further
attractive offers are also available from Kögel Full Service, with its
standard package from 2.50 euros per day*, and Kögel Telematics, from
0.25 euros per day with the BasicTrailer package, which includes the
PosControl, TrailerControl, and EBSControl services. Kögel will also be
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showing off its expanded and modernised online spare parts service, the
"Parts Shop", with its new, intelligent warranty management system.

* 120,000 km per year for a term of 60 months.
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Kögel is one of the leading trailer manufacturers in Europe. Since it was
established in 1934, the company has manufactured more than 550,000 trailers.
With its commercial vehicles and solutions for freight-forwarding companies and
the construction industry, the company has been providing 'Made in Germany'
engineering quality for more than 85 years. During this period, it has maintained
its passion for transport and innovation, enabling it to offer proven, long-lasting
added value to freight-forwarding companies. The company headquarters and
main production facility of Kögel Trailer GmbH are located in the Bavarian town
of Burtenbach. Kögel also has factories and offices in Ulm (Germany), Duingen
(Germany), Chocen (Czech Republic), Verona (Italy), Zwolle (Netherlands) and
Moscow (Russia).
www.koegel.com
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